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Signor Caffè is the result of years of experience in the production of roasted coffee.
It blends a variety of green coffee beans accurately selected based upon their
seasonal availability.
The roasting process relies upon rigorous traditional methods. We carefully inspect
each and every production batch lot to ensure the excellent quality of our product
and the preservation of its organoleptic properties.
Signor Caffè is available in four formats:


1 Kg whole bean pack



Decaffeinated single-serving bags for use on traditional espresso machines



Single-dose Nespresso® compatible capsules
(The Nespresso® trademark is not owned by Moka Termini srl)



LAVAZZA® A MODO MIO® compatible coffee capsules

(LAVAZZA®, A MODO MIO®, LAVAZZA A MODO MIO®, ESPRESSGO®, MINÙ®, SIMPLA® are registered trademarks
owned by Luigi Lavazza S.p.A.. Moka Termini S.r.l. an autonomous manufacturer, neither directly nor indirectly
connected to Luigi Lavazza S.p.A.)

WHOLE BEAN COFFEE BLEND

“AROMA NOBILE” Roasted whole bean coffee blend
A superior coffee blend with a delicate, midly fragrant aroma,
a rich and persistent body and a sweet creme, that’s Signor Caffè!

Net weight: 1000 g
Retail size: 1000 g pack
Wholesale size: 1 6 pack box. Each pack weighs 1 kg.

“AROMA FORTE” Roasted whole bean coffee blend
An exquisitely fruity and intense blend.
Signor Caffè has a full chocolate aftertaste and a creamy body
… Ideal to start your day!

Net weight: 1000 g
Retail size: 1000 g pack
Wholesale size: 1 6 pack box. Each pack weighs 1 kg.
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DECAFFEINATED BAR

Decaffeinated Bar
Exceptional decaffeinated coffee
in open & pour single servings. A decaffeinated, full-bodied coffee blend
with an intense and aromatic taste.
The pleasure of a unique coffee!
Weight: 560 g
Single-serving net weight: 7 g
Retail size: 80 serving bi-pack carton (2 boxes of 40 pcs each)
Wholesale size: 1 8 bipack carton box (16 boxes of 40 pcs each)
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NESPRESSO® COMPATIBLE COFFEE CAPSULES *

10 single-dose "AROMA NOBILE" capsule pack
Each capsule is individually wrapped in a controlled atmosphere
A superior coffee blend with a delicate, midly fragrant aroma,
a rich and persistent body, and a sweet creme – that’s Signor Caffè!

Net weight: 52 g
Single capsule net weight: 5,2 g
Resale size: 10 capsule pack
Wholesale size: 1 12 pack box. Each pack contains 10 capsules

10 single-dose "AROMA FORTE" capsule pack
Each capsule is individually wrapped in a controlled atmosphere
An exquisitely fruity and intense blend.
Signor Caffè has a full chocolate aftertaste and a creamy body
… Ideal to start your day!

Net weight: 52 g
Single capsule net weight: 5,2 g
Resale size: 10 capsule pack
Wholesale size: 1 12 pack box. Each pack contains 10 capsules

10 single-dose “DECAFFEINATO” capsule pack
Each capsule is individually wrapped in a controlled atmosphere
A decaffeinated, full-bodied coffee blend with an intense and aromatic taste.
The pleasure of a unique coffee!

Net weight: 52 g
Single capsule net weight: 5,2 g
Resale size: 10 capsule pack
Wholesale size: 1 12 pack box. Each pack contains 10 capsules

*The capsules are compatible with: Capitani Espresso and the following Nespresso®
home coffee machines: Citiz, Pixie, Essenza, Lattissima, U and Maestria
The Nespresso® trademark is not owned by Moka Termini srl
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LAVAZZA® A MODO MIO® COMPATIBLE COFFEE CAPSULES *

16 "AROMA NOBILE" self-protected capsules 0,26 oz
to preserve the ﬂavour and aroma of freshly roasted coffee
A superior coffee blend with a delicate, midly fragrant aroma,
a rich and persistent body, and a sweet creme – that’s Signor Caffè!

Net weight: 4,23 oz
Single capsule net weight: 0,26 g
Resale size: 16 capsule pack
Wholesale size: 1 12 pack box. Each pack contains 16 capsules

16 "AROMA NOBILE" self-protected capsules 0,26 oz
to preserve the ﬂavour and aroma of freshly roasted coffee
An exquisitely fruity and intense blend.
Signor Caffè has a full chocolate aftertaste and a creamy body
… Ideal to start your day!

Net weight: 4,23 oz
Single capsule net weight: 0,26 g
Resale size: 16 capsule pack
Wholesale size: 1 12 pack box. Each pack contains 16 capsules

*The capsules are compatible with the PICCINA, ESPRESSGO®, ÉSPRIA, FAVOLA EASY, FAVOLA PLUS, FAVOLA CAPPUCCINO, MINÙ®, SIMPLA® for domestic use of the LAVAZZA®
A MODO MIO® brand. LAVAZZA®, A MODO MIO®, LAVAZZA A MODO MIO®, ESPRESSGO®, MINÙ®, SIMPLA® are registered trademarks owned by Luigi Lavazza S.p.A..
Moka Termini S.r.l. an autonomous manufacturer, neither directly nor indirectly connected to Luigi Lavazza S.p.A.
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